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The implicit association test (IAT) and concept of implicit bias have significantly influenced

the scientific, institutional, and public discourse on racial prejudice. In spite of this, there

has been little investigation of how ordinary people make sense of the IAT and the bias it

claims tomeasure. This article examines the public understanding of this research through

a discourse analysis of reactions to the IAT and implicit bias in the news media. It

demonstrates theways inwhich readers interpreted, related to, and negotiated the claims

of IAT science in relation to socially shared and historically embedded concerns and

identities. IAT science was discredited in accounts that evoked discourses about the

marginality of academic preoccupations, and helped to position test-takers as targets of an

oppressive political correctness and psychologists as liberally biased. Alternatively, the

IAT was understood to have revealed widely and deeply held biases towards racialized

others, eliciting accounts that took the form of psychomoral confessionals. Such

admissions of bias helped to constitute moral identities for readers that were firmly

positioned against racial bias. Our findings are discussed in terms of their implications for

using the IAT in prejudice reduction interventions, and communicating to the public about

implicit bias.

In the two decades since the notion of ‘implicit bias’ first emerged in social

psychology, it has spawned a prolific body of research utilizing the implicit
association test (IAT; Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998). Although the paradigm

is beset by psychometric and conceptual challenges (Arkes & Tetlock, 2004; Blanton

& Jaccard, 2006, 2015; Durrheim, 2012), and its validity and meaning continue to be

controversial (Blanton, Jaccard, Strauts, Mitchell, & Tetlock, 2015; Fiedler, Messner, &

Bluemke, 2006; Gawronski, LeBel, & Peters, 2007), it has significantly influenced the

ways in which social psychologists conceive of and study the problem of prejudice.

Indeed, while implicit bias can be conceptualized and measured in a variety of ways,

it has in many respects become conflated with the IAT. Implicit bias research has also
impacted social and public life outside of the academy, inspiring shifts in prejudice

reduction strategies and policies. In the United States, in particular, great efforts are

being made to incorporate IAT research into state law, workplace practices, health

care, law enforcement, and the writing of social policy (Edwards, 2016; Gove, 2011;
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Zestcott, Blair, & Stone, 2016). Implicit bias became a focal point of public discourse

about race in the months surrounding the 2008 and 2012 US presidential elections

(Dooley, 2015; Gladwell, 2005; Herbert, 2012; Rachlinski & Parks, 2008). More

recently, amid a spate of high profile incidents of excessive use of force by police
against Black men, and extended discussion of implicit bias in the first US presidential

debate of 2016, the IAT and implicit bias appear again to have captured the American

public imagination. Even without the interest generated by these events, the IAT has

benefited from steadily increasing media coverage and social media discussion around

the world. Rough estimates of English-language publications in scholarly journals or

books, and newspapers and magazines containing the keywords ‘implicit association

test’ suggest rapid growth in both research activity and popular coverage of the IAT

(see Table 1).
The influence of the paradigm is also attributable in part to the IAT’s availability, since

1998, for public use through a ‘demonstration website’ (www.implicit.harvard.edu),

which gives test-takers individual test results (a practice which has also been controver-

sial; Nosek, Banaji, & Greenwald, 2002). By early 2012, the test had been taken by people

from around the world over 13 million times (Nosek & Riskind, 2012). Given this

participation and interest, it is crucial for social psychologists to understand the ways in

whichmembers of the public havemade sense of this research and the IAT, particularly as

they relate to conceptions of the nature of prejudice. Many implicit bias researchers – and
the demonstration website itself – refrain from evaluative language and are careful to

distinguish their construct from prejudice and discriminatory behaviour per se. This is

explicit, and it is done to clearly keep all semblance of intention to harm away from the

phenomenon they work with (e.g., Spencer, Charbonneau, & Glaser, 2016). Although

there are concerns that the public is conflating implicit bias with prejudice (Bazelon,

2016), interpretations of the meaning of a non-negative IAT result show wide variation

among researchers themselves. For some, the IAT only measures automatic associations

(e.g., Rooth, 2010), or preferences (e.g., Howell & Ratliff, 2017) that might predict things
like discriminatory behaviour, while others have used it as a direct measure of implicit

stereotypes and prejudice (e.g., Rudman, Ashmore, & Gary, 2001). Rather than view this

variation as evidence of widespread misinterpretation of the IAT and implicit bias, we

regard this as part of ongoing historical contestation over the nature and meaning of

prejudice as a social, psychological andmoral problem (Cherry, 2000; Goodman &Rowe,

2014; Wetherell, 2012).

Table 1. Academic works and news articles on the implicit association test between 1998 and 2016

Years Academic works Online news articles

1998–2000 64 7

2001–2002 208 7

2003–2004 519 8

2005–2006 847 22

2007–2008 1,500 52

2009–2010 1,880 34

2011–2012 2,985 24

2013–2014 3,400 72

2015–2016 (May) 2,380 70

Total 13,783 296
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In this article, we report a qualitative study of public engagement with the IAT and

implicit bias in science reporting in mainstream news media. The news media reflect and

strongly influence popular understandings of both science and prejudice (Clark & Illman,

2006; Simmons & Lecouteur, 2008). Through a critical discourse analysis of readers’
responses to the IAT and implicit bias, we identify common tropes for responding to the

IAT and its claims, and the ways in which these concepts figure in lay people’s debates

about the nature of bias and prejudice. We also examine instances of reflexive

engagement with the test and their implications for the use of the IAT in prejudice

reduction strategies.

Previous work on lay or folk conceptions of prejudice has been limited mainly to

looking at the extent towhich they deviate from, or fall short of, our social scientific theory

and knowledge. This fits with the prevailing tendency to view people on the whole as
possessing a deficient understanding of their own biases and therefore standing in need of

corrective education. As Figgou and Condor (2006, p. 219) argue, ‘academic social

psychologists have tended to treat ordinary social actors as unreflexive formulators of

stereotyped views, bearers of prejudiced attitudes, or agents of discriminatory behaviour’.

Accordingly, it is often assumed that widespread dissemination of knowledge about the

psychological processes underlying prejudice will necessarily contribute to its reduction.

Education and ‘debiasing’ (Lilienfeld, Ammirati, & Landfield, 2009) informed by research

will provide ordinary peoplewith greater self-understanding and improve their ‘cognitive
sophistication’ (Duckitt, 2001) on the subject. On this view, the increasing prominence of

‘implicit bias’ in public discourse is evidence of the successful uptake of the science of

prejudice by the general population (Kaslow, 2015). The high media exposure of the IAT

has not only increased awareness of implicit bias, but also raised questions about the limits

of self-awareness (Nosek & Riskind, 2012) and inspired self-monitoring of unwanted

thoughts and efforts to correct them (Monteith, Mark, & Ashburn-Nardo, 2010).

Consistent with this perspective, the few studies focusing explicitly on people’s

reactions to the IAT have done so in the service of reducing prejudice through raising
awareness of the pervasiveness of implicit bias (Morris & Ashburn-Nardo, 2009).

We argue that the work that treats lay people as the bearers of prejudice fails to

appreciate howordinary people use and contest scientific explanations and technologies.

In their everyday lives, people use and evaluate scientific claims about prejudice as they

express their values and identities and manage their relationships and conduct (Wynne,

2006). In this regard, they are not dissimilar from their academic counterparts whose

views about prejudice are ‘essentially contested’ (see Dixon, 2017). Lay conceptions of

prejudice and racism may even be well-developed and sophisticated (Figgou & Condor,
2006). In this article, therefore, wemove beyond the approach that seeks to use the IAT to

educate lay people about their prejudices. Instead, we highlight the more complex

interpretive reactions of lay publics as they make sense of the IAT and its findings.

Public discourse and the social psychology of prejudice

Historical studies have shown that academic psychological understandings of prejudice

have been shaped by, and have helped to shape, discourses about prejudice circulating in
wider society. Theorizing about prejudice has been informed throughout by the pressing

social issues of the day (Durrheim, 2014). Post-war research on prejudice in social

psychology sought to address the scourge of fascism (Adorno, Frenkel-Brunswik,

Levinson, & Sanford, 1950), the problem of racial segregation (Allport, 1979), and later,

public opposition to liberal egalitarian reforms, such as affirmative action (Kinder& Sears,
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1981). This work often positioned prejudice as a product of irrational personality

dynamics or cognitive distortion, and thus prejudice reduction efforts have focused on

eliminating cognitive error and facilitating a more objective appreciation of others (e.g.,

Luguri, Napier, &Dovidio, 2012). This viewof prejudice as unreason can be traced back to
the moral ideals of Enlightenment liberalism (Billig, 1988).

Prejudiced discourse itself often reflects prevailing social commitments about the

nature and acceptability of prejudicial sentiment. In liberal contexts, a general ‘taboo on

prejudice’ holds sway (Billig, 1988). Thus,whenpeople express negative sentiment about

racialized others, they are careful to present their views as reasonable, grounded in reality,

or supported by evidence (Augoustinos & Every, 2007; Edwards, 2003; Van Dijk, 2000;

Wetherell & Potter, 1993) – sometimes deriving from psychological theory itself (Lea,

1996). By means of disclaimers, mitigations, counter-accusations and denials, people can
use notions of prejudice as irrational bigotry to defend racial thinking and practices as

being not prejudiced, while identifying others as the real bigots deserving of sanction

(Goodman & Rowe, 2014). For example, opponents of asylum in Australia and Europe

explicitly link charges of racism with censorship, thus casting supporters of asylum as

intolerant of free speech and ‘playing the race card’ (Burke & Goodman, 2012). Anti-

refugee arguments are thus promoted by positioning (liberal) opponents as ‘pernicious,

oppressive, discriminatory or just plain crazy (the ‘loony left’)’ (Augoustinos & Every,

2010, p. 253). In response, supporters of asylumorient to this positioningbypainstakingly
avoiding making accusations of racism (Goodman, 2010).

Discursive research of this kind illustrates how struggles over the nature of prejudice

can be themselves forms of social action:

The struggle to define the nature of prejudice is best conceived not as the work of a detached

expert who must determine its true underlying nature, but as the objective of people who

define prejudice to explain events, persuade and mobilize others, and act in creditable ways.

Such definitions of prejudice are resources for identification and action.(Durrheim, Quayle, &

Dixon, 2016, p. 19)

Concepts of prejudice and bias thus providemoral framing for recognizing oneself and
others in a world of racial inequality; they help to explain what is wrong with the world

andwhat should be done to fix it; and they are useful resources for political mobilization –
as was evident in campaigning for Brexit (Durrheim et al., in press) and for the Trump

presidency (Engber, 2016). In this work, we treat the deployment of concepts of bias,

prejudice, and racism in lay discourse about the IAT as identity performances (Durrheim

et al., 2016) and focus analytic attention on the way in which they are constructed and

used as interpretative resources for identification and explanation.

The IAT as research instrument and intervention tool

Both the IAT and the concept of implicit bias emerged as the nature of prejudicewas being

re-examined in social psychology. Theorists argued that in liberal contexts, prejudice was

not in decline but instead assuming covert ‘modern’ forms (e.g., subtle, aversive,

benevolent, or symbolic). The figure of the hostile, irrational bigot was giving way to that

of the liberal, rational citizen, adept at self-presentation, perhaps internally conflicted, or

unaware of their own prejudices. This reformulation intensified the long-standing and
now widespread suspicion of self-report measures in social psychology, based on two

assumptions: that people have limited insight into their ‘true’ attitudes, and that self-
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report measures are biased by ‘social desirability’. The ostensive appeal of implicit

measures such as the IAT thus lay in claims to be able to circumvent people’s (self-

presentational) discourse to expose prejudiced propensities, and it is now widely

assumed that they measure relatively stable, ‘introspectively inaccessible’ attitudes
(Banaji & Greenwald, 1994) in a way that is mostly resistant to social desirability biases.

Although the validity of these assumptions appears to be equivocal at best, they continue

to underlie much research utilizing these measures (Blair, 2002; Calanchini, Sherman,

Klauer, & Lai, 2014; Gawronski et al., 2007).

Nevertheless, some researchers have begun to examine people’s experienceswith the

IAT, but this work has focused primarily on how subjects’ responsivity poses a challenge

to the validity of the IAT as a measurement tool. For example, research by De Houwer,

Beckers, and Moors (2007) suggests that test-takers are able to ‘fake’ results on the IAT
using certain test strategies. Studies focused on the reduction of implicit biases have,

furthermore, demonstrated their ‘malleability’ in response to short-term experimental

manipulations (Blair, 2002), although there is evidence to suggest that such changes are

temporary (Lai et al., 2016). In contrast, a handful of studies have examined the IAT’s

potential as a tool for prejudice reduction (e.g., Devine, Forscher, Austin, & Cox, 2012).

Those who have done so argue that the IAT can facilitate prejudice reduction by making

people aware of their biases – in particular, through an experience of automaticity – and
motivate them to actively control their responses (Greenwald, Nosek, & Banaji, 2003).
Although this experience is thought to be a powerful motivator for change (Morris &

Ashburn-Nardo, 2009), others have suggested that awareness of bias, at least as provoked

by the IAT, may in fact lead people to adopt a ‘prevention focus’ – to become overly

inhibited, cautious, and less efficacious in their interactions and thus appear to others to

be more prejudiced than they intend (Vorauer, 2012). Whereas Vorauer (2012) explores

how cognitive and self-protective processes might lie behind these reactions, in this

article we show how reactivity to the IAT can be understood in relation to prevailing,

historically contingent, discourses about psychology, and the nature and meaning of
prejudice.

Methods

The data in this article come from a larger project that examined the social construction of

prejudice in lay people’s discussions about, and the experience of taking, the IAT (Yen,
2013). We chose to analyse coverage of the IAT in The New York Times (hereafter, NYT)

that occurred around the time of the 2008 US presidential elections, in which ‘race’ was

foregrounded in the public consciousness by Barack Obama’s candidacy. This period,

roughly between 2008 and 2010, saw a relative spike in media attention and sustained

discussion of prejudice and IAT research. Political commentators wonderedwhether, in a

repeat of the ‘Bradley effect’, Obama’s firm lead in pre-election pollswould fail to translate

into a win at the final ballot (Altman, 2008; Greenwald, Smith, Sriram, Bar-Anan, & Nosek,

2009) because more than 75% of Americans were shown to harbour implicit racial bias.
Once Obama was elected, however, the concept of implicit bias and the ‘real-world’

validity of the IATwere called into question in public discourse. News coverage of the IAT

has since increased, but this was the first high profile public discussion of the test (see

Table 1). In total, eleven articles on the IAT appeared in the NYT during that period, but

only seven allowed reader comments. All sevenwere selected for our study, comprised of

793 reader comments and 123,254 words (see Table 2).
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Several other factors motivated our choice of the NYT: As a ‘newspaper of record’, it

has the third largest circulation in the United States and is often chosen for media analysis

because of its considerable influence on public opinion (Freeman, 2010; Ismail & Mishra,

2009) and public science knowledge (Marshall, 1998). Finally, it is the third most visited
online news service after Reddit.com (first) and CNN.com (second) (Alexa Internet

Analytics, n.d.). The NYT is, however, perceived by many to be a liberal-leaning

newspaper (Prior, 2013), and readers may, but not necessarily, hold similar political

views. Readers of NYTimes.com who post comments are more likely, on average, to be

wealthier, more educated, and more socially and politically engaged (Chung, 2008; New

York Times, 2009). Despite its US base, 25.5% of its online readers are located outside of

the country (Alexa Internet Analytics, n.d.). No information about the racial identification

of its readers was available, although some readers voluntarily disclosed this information
in their comments.

Analytical approach

Our analysis of reader comments proceeded according to two interpretive strategies.

First, the entire corpus was read and reread to derive the themes and narratives, which

referred to IAT research and implicit bias. The relative importance of themes was

determined not from their frequency, but from the intensity and quality of discussion
within them (Jørgensen&Phillips, 2002).On the basis of this first reading,we focused our

discursive analysis on a smaller subset of data that referred directly to implicit bias or to

experiences of taking the IAT. Roughly 60% (475 out of 793) of the reader comments, or

parts of comments, met these criteria.

Subsequently, a more fine-grained critical discourse analysis was undertaken in which

we examined these texts to identify how implicit bias was problematized in different

accounts; that is, whose problem it was said to be (e.g., the general public), where it was

‘located’ (e.g., in society, in people’s brains, ‘deepdown’), andwhat should be done about
it. Our analysis was oriented less to the comments’ local, interactional significance, and

more to the broader social and institutional discourses that made these utterances

‘possible’ (Wetherell, 1998). We were especially interested in how these accounts were

both intelligible and persuasive because of their evocation of a broader historical,

interpretive, or discursive context (Laclau, 1993). The micro-social dynamics of

naturalistic discussion, and analysis of this interactional context, was therefore not our

main focus.

Table 2. New York Times articles and comments selected for analysis, with word counts

Date

published Article title Type

Reader

comments Words Abbreviation

29/10/2008 What? Me biased? Op-Ed 213 26,842 WMB

07/11/2008 Where have all the bigots gone? Science 104 12,814 WBG

17/11/2008 A shocking test of bias Science 72 1,913 STB

18/11/2008 Further reading on unconscious bias Science 9 14,029 FRB

19/11/2008 How do you measure bias? Science 19 2,263 HMB

21/02/2009 A nation of cowards Op-Ed 340 61,441 NOC

01/06/2010 The visible hand Science 36 3,952 TVH

Totals 793 123,254
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Reader comments comprised some combination of their responses to the news

articles, interpretation of implicit bias, experiences of taking the IAT, and/or other

readers’ comments. Even so, individual comments tended to be self-contained statements

or questions that rarely referenced the specific comments of other readers. We have,
however, noted details of this context where possible and relevant to specific analytical

arguments. We also provide illustrative excerpts of reader comments, identified by the

specific article towhich they responded (see Table 2), aswell as a number indicating their

order of appearance. Where online names were given, these are also included with their

excerpts.

Analysis
We begin by locating our analysis with reference to features of the news articles which

occasioned the reader comments. The NYT’s coverage of the IAT was targeted at a non-

specialist audience in two types of writing: In op-eds, the IAT and its findings were

employed in polemics about current affairs, while in science columns, the IAT and

prejudiceweremore critically discussed in less emotive language. Thematically, the op-ed

pieces were concerned with claims of widespread prejudice in the United States. They

emphasized contradictions between the values of equality and fairness in the nation’s self-

image and evidence ofwidespread implicit racial bias as revealed by the IAT, and theyused
explicitly psychological language regarding human brains, cognition, and the need for an

‘honest’ and ‘brave’ national dialogue on race. The op-eds used provocative headlines (see

Table 2) to frame calls to learn from ‘the facts’ (as revealed by the IAT), and ‘have an adult

conversation’ about ‘unconscious bias’. In these pieces, IAT science was presented as

uncontroversial and self-evidently true, but the articles anticipated reader scepticism by

referring people to the demonstration website where they ‘can test for your own

unconsciousbiases’ (Kristof,2008).Bycontrast, thesciencearticles introduceddissentand

questioned the usefulness of IAT science in relation to the looming election, referring to
critiques from within psychology. They explicitly questioned its knowledge claims and,

liketheop-eds,providedlinkstotheIATwebsite.Onenotablydifferentpiecelinkedreaders

to academic journal articles and invited them tomake up their ownminds (Tierney, 2008).

Overview of analysis

Reader comments revolved primarily around the credibility of IAT science, and

accordingly, our analysis distinguishes between comments that accepted its claims as
true from those that dismissed or deemed them to be questionable in someway. Each had

different implications for how the IAT and implicit bias figured in discussion about who

was or was not biased, what the nature and causes of prejudice were, and what should be

done about it.

We focus first on sceptical dismissals of implicit bias that effectively minimized its

significance in everyday life, and instead, portrayed the concept and the test itself as an

expression of ideological bias. Readers were here positioned as more objective, astute

observers of intergroup relations and the workings of science, while psychologists were
ideologically tainted or myopically focused on academic abstractions. We then turn to an

analysis of comments that took implicit bias, and specifically, an IAT result, to heart. These

comments confirmed the provocative nature of the test experience, but also suggested

that the IAT is construed in ways that run counter to expectations about the benefits of

being made aware of one’s bias.
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Implicit bias as academic abstraction

Readers cast doubt on the reality or significance of implicit bias by contrasting it with

‘real’, explicit, or extreme forms of prejudice and racism. Here, the phenomena that

psychologists were said to be studying – reaction times, split-second decisions, and
‘unconscious bias’ – were depicted as unimportant in comparison with ‘obvious’ real-

world instances of racism. The abstractions of scientific data were set against the

concreteness of ‘real life’, and it was implied that society was far more complex, and

racism more tangible, than was indicated by the IAT and the concept of implicit bias. For

example:

To me the question of whether [unconscious] racism exists is almost irrelevant when 1 in 15

black adults and 1 in 9 black men between 20 and 34 is in jail.(Nick, NOC-1)

It’s time scientists started studying explicit bias instead of playing guessing games with

“hidden” bias. Our prisons are full of hate groups of all kinds – a ready resource if properly

approached . . . Well, what are you scientists waiting for? The terrorists to get nukes? Go!
(Marcella, FRB-1)

It’s a shame so much time is spent pulling apart . . . such tiny bits of data. . . There are many,

many examples of actual bias but for some reason there is a shift of interest toward the

marginal case where implicit attitudes may – repeat may – affect things. . .(Jonathan, FRB-2)

More seriously: I am very suspicious of claims (and tests) for unconscious bias and its place in

discussions about race. Most serious prejudice shows up in tangible social statistics – for

example, . . . incarceration rates, median family wealth. These are matters for public policy.

Unconscious bias is not.(Mark S., STB-1)

Citing ‘tangible’ data (Nick and Mark S.), and referencing ‘hate groups’ and ‘terrorists’
(Marcella), these accounts foreground the ‘hiddenness’ andmarginality of implicit bias by

comparison with the visible and verifiable. By implication, psychologists appear to be

fiddling in academic trivialities, and said to be ‘playing guessing games’, or ‘pulling apart

tiny bits of data’, while the authors of these comments are positioned as better informed,

more in touch with ‘actual bias’ and better able to identify it.

In this vein, other comments attacked the superficiality of the IAT itself. These critics

argued that its mechanistic and reductionist nature could not plumb the depths of their

phenomenological experience. Readers argued its ‘thin-slicing’ approach was unable to
do justice to their sense of uniqueness and interiority, based on their own understanding

of themselves, their histories, or their daily experiences. Consider the following:

I was smugly satisfied with my results: no racial . . . bias. [But] how can I, having spoken with

less than 10 African people in my life, state confidently that I have no bias? . . . It was an

entertaining little study, but I for one don’t feel those 10-minute tests pried my mouth open,

peered down my throat and asked, “Is there a soul in there?”(Amanda, STB-2)

Amanda expresses concern about the moral weight of an IAT result. She evokes

individuality and interiority through her use of the word ‘soul’ and mocks the IAT as an

‘entertaining little study’ that barely scratches the surface of her psychological reality.

Here, the touchstone for judgement was personal experience, rather than ‘tangible social

statistics’.
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The IAT as ideologically biased

The excerpts above have emphasized the trivial nature and insignificance of their IAT and

response time data. Here, IAT research and claims about implicit bias were depicted as

politically correct impositions of liberal politics. These critiques suggested that the IAT
had been devised by psychologists with vested interests in exposing ‘White hypocrisy’,

and whose assertions of widespread hidden bias were themselves expressions of ‘bias’.

What the test does seem tomeasure is the degree [towhich] those in the academic sphere are

willing to fall intomea culpas – “Oh, indeed, I am biased, even if I didn’t know it.” . . . It is not
politically acceptable to say that the “bias” against the category “black” supposedly revealed

by the test is actually due to the basic design of the test. One should nowconsiderwhether the

authors of the test should re-examine their own biases in favor of their own work, which has

got one of them a plumb (sic) job at Harvard.(CK, STB-3)

I knowwhen I dealwith someone obviously different fromme . . . I deliberately try to bemore

thoughtful and careful about what I say and do towards them. This is both tolerance . . . but
also self protection: As a white man I can crack a joke about my white, male, co-worker’s

Arkansas accent . . . and not get in trouble. But if I do the same towards yyyyyyy (fill in your

favorite discriminated group) [it] would not be received in the samemanner. So is measuring

the deltas in my reaction time when I deal with someone different from me “prejudice”? We

laugh at the religious for blindly following dogma and dismissing “science”. There is as much

dogma in this test methodology and the conclusions its backers draw from it.(Luke, FRB-3)

CK and Luke each locate their accounts in a discourse of political-correctness-as-

censorship (Goodman & Burke, 2010), positioning themselves as restricted in their self-

expression. Luke’s critique emphasizes his identification as a White male and the

infringement on his fundamental freedoms that this entails (see Cabrera, 2014). Both

claim to have unmasked the ‘bias’ or ‘dogma’ underlying the ostensibly neutral and

scientific IAT. It is psychologists themselves, in these excerpts, who are by implication

positioned as biased, unfair, and lacking in objectivity.

Anotable, though subtler, feature of such commentswas their use of sardonic humour.
We read these kinds of account as ironic, knowing displays of reflexivity about how the

test might position White people. For instance:

I’m awhite male in his mid-30s, yet I’m good. Even subconsciously!Yes!! “The results of your
test are outlined below: Your data suggest no difference in your automatic preferences for

White people vs. Black people”.(vkm, WMB-1)

I just took the online test you suggested, andmy analysiswas that I have a slight preference for

black people. I guess that makes me your garden-variety guilty white liberal?(CSK, WMB-2)

We are all biased: Trusting the IAT

In the foregoing accounts, a variety of rhetorical strategies and discursive contexts were

mobilized in trivializing the IAT and implicit bias. In these accounts, furthermore, implicit

bias was carefully differentiated from ‘real prejudice’, allowing the concept to be

successfully portrayed as yet another exampleof ivory tower abstractionor liberal attempt
at censorship through political correctness.

In contrast, where readers accepted the validity of implicit bias and claims of its

pervasiveness, their comments contemplated its nature and source, and the deeply

personal implications of its detection. Here, the ‘implicitness’ of implicit bias connoted
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depth, as opposed to superficiality, and implicit bias was accorded the same moral status

as ‘real prejudice’. In these accounts, the IAT took on the status of a powerful diagnostic,

truth-telling technology, provoking a great deal of self-reflection and sometimes

confession. Reader comments, particularly in response to taking the IAT, were
characterized by language that was distinctly morally and emotionally charged. We have

identified these responses, according to their content, emotional tone, and form, as (1)

confession, (2) exhortation, and (3) absolution. Each of these responses takes implicit bias

to be both self-evidently real and inevitable, and the IAT as a powerful technique for

revealing this bias.

Confession. In these kinds of response, the IAT had revealed something ‘shocking’
about the intrinsic moral status of the reader, occasioning a searching, disclosing, giving-

account-of-oneself. Autobiographical details and experiences were narrated as possible

explanations for the IAT result obtained. Such self-scrutinizing confessionals were not

limited to ‘bad’ IAT results (i.e., the revelation of a racial preference), but were also

offered, surprisingly, where the reader had been pronounced free of bias. Such self-

accounting was also marked by displays or declarations of openness and non-

defensiveness. For example:

I tried that Project Implicit test linked off the article, and actually I tested with a strong bias in

favor of blacks. My own race is Southeast Asian, born in the U.S. Why were my results so

skewed towards blacks? Is it because Iwas born in a predominantly black city (though I didn’t

growup there)? Is it because Imyself amnotwhite? Actually, somewhatmore troubling tome

is not my results, but that I almost feel proud of them, whenmy sense of right andwrong tells

me I shouldn’t be proud of having an anti-white bias, much as I wouldn’t be of an anti-black

one. After all, in my personal habits and tastes the things I favor are quite often created by

whites, though I’ve always considered my aesthetics “equal-opportunity”.(Iris, NOC-1)

The above extract exemplifies the many instances of morally inflected soul-searching

inducedby taking the test. In attempting to account for her result, the reader here lays bare

her thought process, revealing that she is ‘troubled’ and confused. She questions not only

the reason for her test result, but also her feelings about it. Notably, her confessional
assumes impartiality is the moral ideal (‘I shouldn’t feel proud. . .’, ‘my aesthetics [are]

“equal opportunity”’). Consider also the following extracts:

For the record, I took this test awhile ago and I have a slight anti-black bias. . .Although I think
of myself as passionately egalitarian, I’m happy to ownmy implicit biases and glad to bemade

conscious of them. Someday I hope to be able to take the same test and see howmybrain feels

about men and women.(Jennifer, NOC-2)

When I took the test, I found the results interesting, and I am open-minded enough to be

introspective and search my soul for bias of which I might have been unaware previously, as

even the director of Project Implicit discovered about himself.(Bob H., NOC-3)

The relative equanimity or stoicism with which a potentially damning result from the

IAT is received is remarkable, for example, in Jennifer’s hope to ‘someday’ be able to take

the IAT again, and her reference to the brain as a separate agency which can ‘feel’

something.
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In each of the above excerpts, introspection and openness to criticism, or, at least, the

willingness to examine oneself, are idealized as forms of ethical aspiration. What is

interesting about these kinds of self-accounting is theway inwhich they constitute a deep,

introspective, and reflexive self (Foucault, Martin, Gutman, & Hutton, 1988). While each
extract can be read as a confession of flawed subjectivity, they can be understood, at the

same time, as performative of amorally correct identity.We elaborate further on this point

in the discussion below.

Exhortation. These responses were characterized by sanctimonious injunctions to self-

examination, and the accusatory positioning of those who were sceptical of the IAT, as

psychologically immature and ‘defensive’. The injunction to confront the truth about
oneself is here more directly and forcefully articulated, and the validity of anger as a

response to IAT research was discounted, and even pathologized in these accounts. Such

responses were also marked by utopian visions of fair-minded and objective individuals,

and of a ‘tolerant’ society in which everyone ‘minds their own business’. We include

several extracts here to illustrate outstanding features of this kind of account:

Interesting that a number of these posts are angry. Is this the response of defensive people

who don’t want to get close enough to the truth of something to acknowledge it may have

merit? Aren’t blameless people more apt to respond with perplexity?(Laura, NOC-4)

Fascinating research. To me, the amount of anger and defensiveness generated by the topic

only serves tounderline the fact that there is still a lot of racismbubbling just below the surface

of our national psyche.(Maryanne, NOC-5)

Critics need to decide exactly what they are mad about – I understand how cultural

defensiveness can make one throw a hissy-fit in response to being called a bigot. I also think

that given the consistency and robustness in the trends, that these critics sort of have to get

over it and embrace the broader, very significant, and potentially therapeutic dialogue on the

topic.(Averroes, HMB-1)

We alone have to dig deep into our individual hearts andminds and endeavor to eliminate any

undesirable thought and negative attitude towards our fellow human beings.(Mary, NOC-6)

Being a full human being involves being as free of prejudice of all kinds as possible. . . We

should each go home and look in the mirror and recognize the ultimate Bad Guy – who

ultimately must become the Good Guy to be the solution.(John, NOC-7)

These types of comment evoke psychotherapeutic discourses of authentic self-

disclosure as evidence of psychological health, maturity, and non-defensiveness (Laura)

and invoke notions of psychic surface and depth (Mary and Maryanne). Implicit bias was

here conceived as originating from deep inside hearts and minds. As was the case with

confessional responses, the prescriptions were clear: ‘Health’ and good neighbourliness

are achieved through self-scrutiny, courage to face the truth, admission of guilt, and
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elimination of negative attitudes. Psychological and moral sophistication are here

conflated.

Laura and Maryanne find people’s anger and IAT research to be ‘interesting’ and

‘fascinating’, respectively. They invoke a psychoanalytic discourse of hidden, uncom-
fortable truths, the angry denial ofwhich itself signifies guilt. They are positioned as seeing

from the outside and having greater insight into, this hidden state of affairs; they are thus

excluded from the diagnosis they impose on others. This juxtaposition of insight and

defensiveness takes on a different, more rationalist inflection in Averroes’ comment.

Critics of IAT research are ‘mad’ and have ‘hissy-fits’ while the commenter coolly observes

‘defensiveness’ and ‘consistency and robustness in the trends’. All three accounts employ

language that constructs others’ guilt as plainly visible to all.

Finally, Mary and John take up further aspects of psychotherapeutic discourse, but
these comments foreground their own ethical responsibility and potential guilt. Although

neither comment explicitly takes amorally superior position, each constitutes a display of

‘insight’ or acknowledgement of guilt, thus modelling the forms of subjectivity desired in

therapeutic discourse or confession.

Absolution. This third category of comments speaks directly to what advocates of the

IAT argue is its main prejudice-reducing potential, namely, the experience of their own
automatic responses (Greenwald et al., 2003; Vorauer, 2012). Here, readers focused on

the inevitability of bias, and appealed to the scientific authority of evolutionary

psychology, social cognition, or brain functioning to construct bias as ‘just the way we

are’. Importantly, such accounts tended to be stoically resigned, abstract, and rational-

scientific in tone and content. Consider the following:

I do not believewe can ever get rid of racism and sexism fromwithin ourselves. No amount of

education on the importance of tolerance and equality can trump our biological

instincts.(David, WMB-3)

I can’t help [but]. . . realize that my [prejudiced] attitude was not influenced by any of the

reasons that people who don’t like blacks can give to justify their feelings, and I think that

maybe blacks feel the sameway toward us and blame it on the treatmentwhites gave them for

somany years,when in reality it’s an automatic feeling thatwould be there even if the story

was completely different. Go figure. . .(John, NOC-9, italics ours)

The uncontrollability of implicit bias is here grounds for a fatalism about prejudice.

The second extract displays a degree of bewilderment at how the IAT experience

appears to shift the meaning of the concept of prejudice, which is no longer grounded

in morally significant ‘reasons’ or justifications, but is reduced simply to ‘automatic

feelings’.

Taken together, our analysis of these accounts illustrates how discussions of implicit
bias in response to reading about it, or receiving an IAT result, might position readers in

morally ‘favourable’ways; specifically, that the acknowledgement of implicit bias can be a

way of presenting oneself as being not prejudiced, and as tolerant and open-minded. In

displaying their willingness to accept their (potential) culpability and announcing their

openness to introspection, they take the moral high ground. The efficacy of this

positioning can be seen to derive from two closely related discursive practices inWestern

culture – the psychotherapeutic enactment of self-disclosure and ‘insight’ and their
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associated markers of psychological health (Rose, 1996), and Christian discourses of

confession and redemption that emphasize the potential for ‘sins of the mind’ or

conscience (Taylor, 2008). Moreover, readers who commented in these terms were

positioned – through references to the ‘science of prejudice’ – as inherently flawed, rather
than malignly antipathetic, and therefore ultimately absolved of blame for their bias.

Discussion

Our analysis demonstrates the ways in which test-takers interpreted, related to, and

negotiated the claims of the IAT and implicit bias in relation to socially shared and
historically embedded concerns and identities. Rather than focus on the extent to which

readers accurately understood or accepted these claims, we sought to highlight the ways

in which people performed specific moral identities in debating their validity. Thus, IAT

science was dismissed or discredited in accounts that evoked discourses about the

marginality of academic preoccupations, and those that helped to position test-takers as

targets of an oppressive political correctness and psychologists as liberally biased.

Alternatively, the IATwas understood to have powerfully revealedwidely and deeply held

biases towards racialized others, eliciting accounts and explanations that took the form of
psychomoral confessionals. These constituted,we argue, displays of insight and openness

that helped to position these readers as ‘properly’ oriented to what they construed as the

implicit moral claims of the IAT.

In this respect, the present study extends discourse analytic work on lay people’s

constructions of prejudice (Durrheim et al., 2016, in press; Figgou & Condor, 2006;

Goodman & Burke, 2010) by shedding light on the ways in which ‘implicit bias’ and the

IAT function in such debates. The discourses analysed here bear some similarity with

those reported in the literature; they instantiate the Enlightenment norm against
prejudice, and they seek to deny the speaker’s prejudice and locate it elsewhere. This was

especially true of the sceptical dismissals of implicit bias as revealed by the IAT. However,

when an IAT result was understood to have revealed a hidden bias, admitting to this bias

functioned as a way of identifying oneself as sincerely opposed to prejudice. Such

admissions might be understood in relation to the contemporary valorization of

confession as a mode of work on the self, a discursive act which has become associated

with sincerity, authenticity, and deciphering the truth about oneself (Brooks, 1996;

Taylor, 2008). Various benefits accrue to thosewhodisclose themselves, since in speaking
of ‘what we hide’ we not only receive the ‘satisfaction of feeling transgressive and

progressive’ (Taylor, 2008, p. 74), but we may also be positioned as enlightened and

morally right. However, Sara Ahmed (2004, para. 1) has observed how such declarations

are often ‘non-performative’, involving a ‘fantasy of transcendence in which “what” is

transcended is the very “thing” admitted to in the declaration (e.g., if we say that we are

racists, then we are not racists, as racists do not know they are racists)’.

Correspondingly, our analysis of how test-takers might be positioned in relation to the

IAT has implications for both empirical studies of people’s reactions to feedback about
their prejudices, andmore broadly, for theoretical accounts of prejudice reduction.While

some researchers are optimistic about the role that the IAT might play in prejudice

reduction strategies because of to its ‘consciousness-raising’ qualities (Paluck & Green,

2009), others, like Vorauer (2012), have shown that the test experience can ‘backfire’.

However, negative reactions to having one’s biases revealed tend to be regarded as

evidence of irrational denial, the so-called ‘bias blind spot’, the solution to which is,
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greater recognition of one’s biases and cultivation of more rational cognition (Pronin, Lin,

& Ross, 2002). Our findings demonstrate the importance of the interpretive or discursive

context in making sense of people’s reactions to the IAT and its associated knowledge

claims. They concur with, but also help to situate findings such as Vorauer’s (2012), since
they complicate and call into question the effectiveness of ‘awareness’ as a goal of

prejudice reduction efforts.

Finally, our analysis highlights a persistent dilemma faced by social psychologists who

wish to present their findings to the public as amoral, neutral discoveries about

psychological processes underlying prejudice, and at the same time make claims about

their moral/ethical significance (see Brinkmann, 2009). As our findings suggest, the

‘implicitness’ of implicit bias – as operationalized in the IAT – can connote for test-takers

either its automatic, fleeting, and therefore superficial character, or alternatively, its
unconscious, deep, and morally deplorable nature. The problem of bias, as refracted

through the lens of the IAT, is thus either easily written off as the result of amoral

automatic associations, and inevitable cognitive limitations for which we should not be

held responsible, or, on the other hand, as a reprehensible psychological flaw to be dealt

with through confession and psychomoral work on the self.

Concluding comments
Our aim in this research has not been tomount a theoretical (e.g., Gawronski et al., 2007)

or psychometric (e.g., Fiedler et al., 2006) criticism of implicit bias or the IAT. Rather, our

objective has been to draw out the social implications of the science in relation to the

changing context of prejudice discourse. The IAT paradigm has lowered the threshold for

what might count as prejudice (Arkes & Tetlock, 2004; Durrheim, 2012), challenged

received viewsofmoral responsibility for prejudice (Vargas, 2016), andmade implicit bias

evident to people in unprecedented ways. Our analysis provided a first examination of

how this research and technology have begun to function in lay understandings of
prejudice and public discourse.

Our selection of discussion and debate from the NYT is certainly not representative of

race and prejudice talk among lay people in general. It does, however, suggest an

emergent discourse among the liberal left, highlighting especially the way that the idea of

implicit bias can inform identity performances in which an anti-racist footing can be

gained by confessing one’s bias. Both the idea of implicit bias and the practice of

measuring it can thus impact on the way people think of themselves, others, and their

prejudices. They provide tools for talking about prejudice, for moral-psychological work
on the self, for explaining social ills, and for mobilizing others to act in the interests of

change (Nadan & Stark, 2016).
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